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This appeal of the trial court’s order denying the motion of appellant Janssen
Pharmaceutica, Inc. (“Janssen”) to disqualify contingent fee counsel retained by appellee,
the Commonwealth’s Office of General Counsel (“OGC”), is before this Court on a grant of
extraordinary relief pursuant to 42 Pa.C.S. § 726,1 by which we exercised jurisdiction to

1

Section 726 authorizes this Court to exercise plenary jurisdiction at any stage in any
matter pending in any court or magisterial district in the Commonwealth:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Supreme Court may, on its
own motion or upon petition of any party, in any matter pending before any
court or magisterial district judge of this Commonwealth involving an issue of
immediate public importance, assume plenary jurisdiction of such matter at
(continued…)

consider the possible statutory and constitutional implications of the contingent fee
representation agreement entered into between OGC and the Texas law firm of Bailey
Perrin Bailey, LLP (“Bailey Perrin”).2 We affirm.
On January 17, 2008, OGC filed a complaint against Janssen in the Court of
Common Pleas of Philadelphia County, raising statutory and common law tort claims
related to Risperdal, a prescription antipsychotic medication marketed by Janssen.
Although Risperdal had been approved by the Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”), OGC
alleged, inter alia, that Janssen improperly marketed and promoted Risperdal for non-FDA
approved uses, commonly known as “off-label” uses.

OGC contended that the

Commonwealth has expended millions of dollars for Risperdal prescriptions through
Medicaid and the Pharmaceutical Assistance Contract for the Elderly (“PACE”). In filing
the action, OGC was not represented by government-employed lawyers. Instead, OGC
retained Bailey Perrin, a private law firm based in Houston, Texas, to prosecute the action
on a contingent fee basis.

(…continued)
any stage thereof and enter a final order or otherwise cause right and justice
to be done.
42 Pa.C.S. § 726.
2

This Court is aware that, despite the pendency of this appeal, the matter proceeded to
trial before the Honorable Frederica Massiah-Jackson in the Court of Common Pleas of
Philadelphia County, with jury selection beginning May 28, 2010, and opening statements
on June 3, 2010. On June 14, 2010, following oral argument, Judge Massiah-Jackson
granted Janssen’s motion for a compulsory nonsuit pursuant to Pa.R.C.P. No. 230.1 (trial
court may enter compulsory nonsuit if, at close of plaintiff’s case on liability, plaintiff has
failed to establish right to relief), thereby dismissing Counts I and II of the Commonwealth’s
complaint against Janssen. The parties did not seek a stay of trial court proceedings from
this Court, and none was entered. The parties did not apprise this Court that the matter was
proceeding to trial. Judge Massiah-Jackson filed an opinion in support of her determination
on June 25, 2010.
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On June 9, 2008, Janssen filed a motion in the trial court seeking to disqualify Bailey
Perrin as OGC’s counsel in the litigation. Janssen alleged that, while OGC filed the
complaint against Janssen on behalf of the Commonwealth, no attorney from OGC entered
an appearance, the complaint was signed by local Philadelphia counsel for Bailey Perrin,
and a Bailey Perrin attorney verified the complaint. Janssen contended that the contingent
fee agreement restricts OGC’s ability to consent to a non-monetary settlement of the
Risperdal action because it requires that any settlement include reasonable compensation
for Bailey Perrin; contains a provision waiving conflicts of interests arising out of Bailey
Perrin representing other states in similar actions that varies from the usual conflict of
interest provisions included in contingent fee agreements executed by the Attorney
General; and does not provide for OGC’s control and management of the litigation as is
generally the case with the Attorney General’s contingent fee agreements. Janssen argued
that the contingent fee agreement violates the separation of powers doctrine by usurping
the General Assembly’s exclusive spending powers. Finally, Janssen claimed that the
agreement deprives it of its due process rights because those who exercise the
government’s powers in adjudicative proceedings must have no financial interest in the
outcome, must be impartial, and must maintain the appearance of impartiality.3
OGC responded that Janssen misrepresented the terms of the contingent fee
agreement regarding the scope of OGC’s control over the litigation. OGC stated that the
agreement relegates Bailey Perrin to advising, counseling and recommending actions to
3

Janssen also alleged that OGC and Bailey Perrin negotiated the contingent fee contract
over a period in 2006 during which one of Bailey Perrin’s founding partners made
contributions to Pennsylvania Governor Edward G. Rendell’s reelection campaign and to
the Democratic Governors Association, another contributor to the Governor’s reelection
campaign. OGC, in its brief to this Court, notes that these allegations have not been
accepted by any court and, in any event, are irrelevant. These separate allegations are not
germane to our disposition and will not be addressed.
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OGC and carrying out OGC’s directives to the best of its ability and further provides that
Bailey Perrin is directly responsible to OGC on all matters of strategy and tactics. In
addition, according to OGC, the agreement provides that, at the time of settlement or
judgment, OGC will consult with Bailey Perrin and agree to appropriate legal fees. OGC
noted that the agreement provides that Bailey Perrin must advance all costs of litigation
and, if there is no recovery, could expend millions of dollars with no remuneration.
Regarding alleged restrictions on the ability to reach a non-monetary settlement,
OGC argued that, because the Risperdal complaint seeks monetary damages, the
likelihood of an acceptable non-monetary settlement is extremely remote, and Janssen had
not proposed any non-monetary settlement. On the issue of the alleged conflict of interest,
OGC responded that Janssen failed to point to any such conflict or establish how Bailey
Perrin’s representation of other states against Janssen presents a conflict. OGC added
that the contingent fee agreement does not violate the separation of powers doctrine
because any fees paid to Bailey Perrin would issue from Janssen and not from the state
treasury. Finally, OGC countered Janssen’s due process argument by noting that all of the
caselaw on that issue involves criminal matters and the impartiality of judges, not counsel
representing a governmental entity.
The Honorable Howland W. Abramson denied the motion to disqualify counsel on
December 8, 2008, without filing an opinion or otherwise stating the reasons for denial on
the record. Janssen then filed an application for extraordinary relief with this Court, asking
this Court to exercise jurisdiction to review the denial of its motion to disqualify. Janssen
renewed the arguments it had forwarded below, i.e., that the contingent fee contract
restricted OGC’s authority to settle the litigation for non-monetary relief, and that the
contract did not vest control of the litigation with OGC but rather provided that Bailey Perrin
need only consult with OGC; that the process by which Bailey Perrin was retained was
irregular because the contingent fee contract was not the subject of competitive bidding or
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legislative authorization; and that the contract violated the separation of powers doctrine
and Janssen’s due process rights. Finally, Janssen noted that if OGC prevailed in this
litigation, Bailey Perrin would be paid fees of as much as fifteen percent of the actual
recovery.
OGC opposed the application for extraordinary relief, arguing that Sections 204 and
501 of the Commonwealth Attorneys Act (“Attorneys Act” or “Act”) specifically authorized
OGC to hire outside counsel to represent it. See 71 P.S. §§ 732-204 and 732-501.
Further, OGC claimed that Janssen lacked standing to move to disqualify Bailey Perrin
under Section 103 of the Attorneys Act, which explicitly states that no party other than a
Commonwealth agency has standing to challenge the authority of the legal representation
of the agency. 71 P.S. § 732-103. As to Janssen’s separation of powers argument, OGC
renewed its position that Bailey Perrin’s compensation would come from Janssen, not from
the state treasury, because any fee would be paid directly to Bailey Perrin prior to any
recovery from Janssen being deposited into the treasury. In any event, according to OGC,
the majority of other jurisdictions that have considered such a separation of powers
argument have rejected it. Regarding Janssen’s due process claim, OGC noted that it
appears that Janssen would not object if OGC were represented by government-employed
attorneys or private counsel working on an hourly basis; therefore, OGC characterized
Janssen’s true objection as being a strategic one, reflecting its concern with Bailey Perrin’s
level of skill, experience and special expertise in pharmaceutical reimbursement claims.
OGC posits that due process principles cannot be construed to deny the Commonwealth
the ability to retain superior legal representation.
On June 30, 2009, this Court exercised jurisdiction due to the public importance of
the disqualification issue and directed the parties to brief the following four issues:
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A.
Whether 71 P.S. § 732-103 dictates that [Janssen] lacks standing to
seek disqualification of Bailey Perrin Bailey, LLP on the basis of alleged
violations of constitutional law.
B.
Whether the Attorneys Act, 71 P.S. § 732-101 et seq., authorizes the
Office of General Counsel’s contingent fee agreement with Bailey Perrin
Bailey, LLP.
C.
Whether Bailey Perrin Bailey, LLP should be disqualified because the
General Assembly did not authorize the contingent fee arrangement between
the Office of General Counsel and the law firm, such that the agreement
violates Article III, § 24 and the separation of powers mandate of the
Pennsylvania Constitution.
D.
Whether Bailey Perrin Bailey, LLP should be disqualified because the
due process guarantees of the United States and Pennsylvania Constitutions
prohibit the Commonwealth from delegating the exercise of its sovereign
powers to private counsel with a direct contingent financial interest in the
outcome of the litigation.
Commonwealth v. Janssen Pharmaceutica, Inc., 975 A.2d 1076 (Pa. 2009).

The

questions, posing two questions of statutory construction and two questions of
constitutional law, are purely legal ones and thus, our scope of review is plenary and our
standard of review is de novo. See Spahn v. Zoning Bd. of Adjustment, 977 A.2d 1132,
1142 (Pa. 2009); Castellani v. Scranton Times, L.P., 956 A.2d 937, 943 (Pa. 2008).
Preliminarily, we note that it has long been the policy of this Court to avoid
constitutional questions where a matter can be decided on alternative, non-constitutional
grounds. See Commonwealth v. Karetny, 880 A.2d 505, 518-19 (Pa. 2005); In re Fiori,
673 A.2d 905, 909 (Pa. 1996). Accordingly, we will begin with the first issue under the
Attorneys Act, which presents the threshold question of whether Janssen has standing to
challenge Bailey Perrin’s representation of OGC.4 Section 103 provides that: “No party to
4

We recognize that OGC did not argue statutory standing to the trial court, though it did
squarely raise the argument in its response to Janssen’s application for extraordinary relief
filed in this Court. Janssen does not argue that the standing issue is waived.
(continued…)
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an action, other than a Commonwealth agency including the Departments of Auditor
General and State Treasury and the Public Utility Commission, shall have standing to
question the authority of the legal representation of the agency.”
OGC states that Section 103’s mandate clearly precludes Janssen’s attack on
OGC’s choice of counsel. Janssen responds that it has standing to move to disqualify
Bailey Perrin because nothing in the Attorneys Act prevents a litigant from challenging
OGC’s unconstitutional usurpation of the General Assembly’s spending powers or from
litigating due process claims deriving from the Commonwealth’s retention of private
contingent fee counsel.
Janssen’s statutory arguments are based on the Act’s legislative history and also on
the text of Section 103. First, viewing Section 103 from a historical perspective, Janssen
notes that it was enacted after the 1978 amendment to the Pennsylvania Constitution that
provided for the election of the Attorney General rather than executive appointment of that
position.5 According to Janssen, the Act implements the constitutional amendment by
establishing the position of Governor’s General Counsel and splitting the duties of the prior
appointed Attorney General between the elected Attorney General and OGC. Section

(…continued)

5

Article IV, Section 4.1 of the Pennsylvania Constitution established the office of the
Attorney General as an elected rather than an appointed position:
An Attorney General shall be chosen by the qualified electors of the
Commonwealth on the day the general election is held for the Auditor
General and State Treasurer; he shall hold his office during four years from
the third Tuesday of January next ensuing his election and shall not be
eligible to serve continuously for more than two successive terms; he shall be
the chief law officer of the Commonwealth and shall exercise such powers
and perform such duties as may be imposed by law.
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204(c) of the Act thus authorizes the Attorney General to “represent the Commonwealth
and all Commonwealth agencies” in most civil litigation, 71 P.S. § 732-204(c),6 while
Section 301(6) allows OGC to represent Commonwealth agencies in limited circumstances.
Section 301(6) provides, in context:
There is hereby established the Office of General Counsel which shall be
headed by a General Counsel appointed by the Governor to serve at his
pleasure who shall be the legal advisor to the Governor and who shall:
*

*

*

*

(6) Initiate appropriate proceedings or defend the Commonwealth or any
executive agency when an action or matter has been referred to the Attorney

6

Section 204(c) states:
Civil litigation; collection of debts.--The Attorney General shall represent
the Commonwealth and all Commonwealth agencies and upon request, the
Departments of Auditor General and State Treasury and the Public Utility
Commission in any action brought by or against the Commonwealth or its
agencies, and may intervene in any other action, including those involving
charitable bequests and trusts or the constitutionality of any statute. The
Attorney General shall represent the Commonwealth and its citizens in any
action brought for violation of the antitrust laws of the United States and the
Commonwealth. The Attorney General shall collect, by suit or otherwise, all
debts, taxes and accounts due the Commonwealth which shall be referred to
and placed with the Attorney General for collection by any Commonwealth
agency; the Attorney General shall keep a proper docket or dockets, duly
indexed, of all such claims, showing whether they are in litigation and their
nature and condition. The Attorney General may, upon determining that it is
more efficient or otherwise is in the best interest of the Commonwealth,
authorize the General Counsel or the counsel for an independent agency to
initiate, conduct or defend any particular litigation or category of litigation in
his stead. The Attorney General shall approve all settlements over such
maximum amounts as he shall determine arising out of claims brought
against the Commonwealth pursuant to 42 Pa.C.S. § 5110.

71 P.S. § 732-204(c).
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General and the Attorney General refuses or fails to initiate appropriate
proceedings or defend the Commonwealth or executive agency.
71 P.S. § 732-301(6). It is undisputed that the Attorney General declined to file the
Risperdal action against Janssen and that OGC was authorized to do so. Viewed in light of
this history, Janssen argues, Section 103’s express limitation on standing was intended
only to restrict challenges to the division of responsibility between the Attorney General and
OGC; in that instance, only a Commonwealth agency has standing to “question the
authority” of the legal representation of the agency.
In any event, Janssen argues, it is not challenging Bailey Perrin’s statutory
“authority” to represent the Commonwealth because it recognizes that OGC has the
authority to initiate the action and to hire private counsel to prosecute the matter. Instead,
Janssen claims, it seeks disqualification of Bailey Perrin as counsel because the contingent
fee arrangement violates constitutional principles of separation of powers and due process.
Because Section 103 focuses only on statutory “authority,” Janssen argues that Section
103 does not forbid or limit a party’s right to assert a violation of constitutional guarantees,
via the vehicle of a motion to disqualify contingent fee counsel.
Finally, Janssen claims that Section 103 does not limit Janssen’s standing to seek
disqualification of Bailey Perrin as counsel because Section 103 applies on its face only to
“the legal representation of the agency” where a Commonwealth agency is a party to the
action. According to Janssen, the Commonwealth itself is the sole plaintiff in this action,
and representation of the Commonwealth is distinct from representation of a
Commonwealth agency. Janssen says that the distinction it draws is implicit in the General
Assembly’s use in Section 204(c) of the language, “[t]he Attorney General shall represent
the Commonwealth and all Commonwealth agencies. . . .” Thus, Janssen argues, Section
103’s specific limitation on standing to challenge representation of an agency cannot be
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read, as a matter of basic statutory construction, to impose a similar limitation on standing
to challenge representation of the Commonwealth as a whole.
OGC counters that a private litigant lacks standing to usurp the role of elected
officials in establishing and carrying out the Commonwealth’s policies. OGC argues that
Janssen’s “lofty rhetoric of separation of powers and due process rights” aside, Janssen’s
motion to disqualify counsel is nothing more than “an attempt by an alleged corporate
malfeasor to avoid the consequences of its wrongdoing by re-debating the policy choices of
the Governor, Attorney General, and General Counsel.” Br. of Appellee at 11. OGC
contends that the policy decisions of whether to pursue a particular avenue of litigation,
which attorneys to use in the litigation, and how to compensate the attorneys are properly
made by public officials, and not by private parties or the courts.
As to Section 103 specifically, OGC points to the plain language of the statute, which
prohibits parties to an action other than a Commonwealth agency from challenging the
authority of the agency’s legal representation, and notes that the best indication of
legislative intent is that plain language. See Commonwealth v. Shiffler, 879 A.2d 185, 189
(Pa. 2005) (“As a general rule, the best indication of legislative intent is the plain language
of a statute.”). OGC argues that this unequivocal restriction does not support the distinction
Janssen attempts to draw between the statutory and constitutional authority of Bailey
Perrin’s representation.

Instead, according to OGC, Section 103 prevents all such

challenges to the legal authority of a Commonwealth party’s representation. Because
Section 103 is clear and free from ambiguity, OGC posits that Janssen’s argument is
foreclosed by basic rules of statutory construction. See 1 Pa.C.S. § 1921(b) (“When the
words of a statute are clear and free from all ambiguity, the letter of it is not to be
disregarded under the pretext of pursuing its spirit.”). OGC concludes that Section 103
means what it plainly says: no party to an action -- and Janssen is a party to this action -may challenge an agency’s legal representation. As for Janssen’s argument that the
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Commonwealth, and not a Commonwealth agency, is the plaintiff in this action, OGC
responds that the complaint it filed clearly states that the action was brought on behalf of
the Department of Public Welfare and the Department of Aging, both of which are
Commonwealth agencies. Finally, OGC observes that Janssen “claims to champion the
interests of the legislature against the executive, in the absence of any indication that the
legislature believes that its rights have been infringed or that it needs a private champion.”
Br. of Appellee at 18.
Preliminarily, we note that Section 103 both confers and prohibits standing: it permits
Commonwealth agencies to question the authority of an agency’s legal representation, but
denies such standing to any other party to an action. The General Assembly has frequently
enacted statutes conferring standing on particular individuals or entities in specific
situations. See, e.g., 13 Pa.C.S. § 2A531 (lessor and lessee have standing to sue third
party whose conduct toward goods subject to lease causes actionable injury to party to
lease); 23 Pa.C.S. § 4341 (granting standing to any person caring for child to commence or
continue action for child support regardless of whether court order grants that person
custody); 23 Pa.C.S. § 4378 (recipient of public assistance has standing to commence
action for support for any child for whom recipient claims assistance); 24 P.S. § 13-1311-A
(student victim of act of violence involving weapon on school property has standing to seek
expulsion of aggressor not expelled by school); 35 P.S. § 780-152 (tenant organization has
standing to initiate eviction proceedings for drug-related criminal activity on or in immediate
vicinity of leased residential premises). The General Assembly also has adopted legislation
denying standing in particular circumstances. See, e.g., 15 Pa.C.S. §§ 517 (corporations
generally), 1717 (domestic business corporations), 5717 (domestic non-profit corporations)
(limiting standing of different types of corporations’ individual directors, board of directors
and committees of board to sue board of directors, committees or individual directors).
Similarly, the Crimes Code provides that persons charged with certain offenses lack
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standing to challenge the authority of the Attorney General to institute criminal proceedings
anywhere in the Commonwealth. See 18 Pa.C.S. §§ 2716 (weapons of mass destruction),
4107 (deceptive or fraudulent business practices), 4120 (identity theft), 5111 (dealing in
proceeds of unlawful activities), 6318 (unlawful contact with minor). Accord 70 P.S. § 1511 (same restriction as to criminal penalties under Securities Act); 73 P.S. § 517.8 (same
as to home improvement fraud); 74 P.S. § 202 (same as to confidentiality of social security
numbers); 77 P.S. § 1039.9 (same as to criminal prosecution of workers’ compensation
insurance fraud). Thus, Section 103 is not unique.
Although Section 103 addresses but one narrow issue of standing to challenge a
Commonwealth agency’s legal representation, where applicable, the Section is absolute
and not subject to a weighing of factors, much less does it purport to incorporate the
various factors that guide traditional judicial standing doctrine. See, e.g., In re Hickson, 821
A.2d 1238 (Pa. 2003). Thus, it appears that a private party, who otherwise might be able to
establish standing to disqualify the Commonwealth agency’s counsel under traditional
standing doctrine, will not succeed under the terms of the Attorneys Act. We note that
Janssen does not dispute the general power of the General Assembly to act to curtail
standing in this regard. Rather, Janssen appears to accept the legitimacy of the statute but
maintains that the provision should be deemed inapplicable for the various reasons it
forwards. Similarly, OGC does not argue that, even if Janssen’s motion to disqualify was
not barred under Section 103, Janssen lacks standing under traditional standing doctrine to
challenge OGC’s arrangement with private contingent fee counsel.
In making these observations, we do not suggest that an argument concerning
traditional standing doctrine would have merit either way; rather, we seek to make clear that
the standing question we are asked to decide is one of statutory interpretation. This Court
has frequently passed upon just such questions of statutory standing. See, e.g., Spahn v.
Zoning Bd. of Adjustment, 977 A.2d 1132 (Pa. 2009) (home rule statute conferring standing
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on “aggrieved person” did not include taxpayers not detrimentally harmed); Hunt v.
Pennsylvania State Police, 983 A.2d 627 (Pa. 2009) (statute conferring standing on district
attorney to challenge record expungement does not extend to State Police); Hiller v.
Fausey, 904 A.2d 875 (Pa. 2006) (applying statute limiting standing to seek visitation or
custody to grandparents whose child has died); Housing Auth. of County of Chester v.
Pennsylvania State Civil Serv. Comm'n, 730 A.2d 935 (Pa. 1999) (upholding statute
granting standing to Civil Service Commission to enforce veterans’ preferences where such
standing did not exist under traditional standing doctrine).
In all matters involving statutory interpretation, we follow the dictates of the Statutory
Construction Act, 1 Pa.C.S. § 1501 et seq., which provide that the object of interpretation
and construction of statutes is to ascertain and effectuate the intention of the General
Assembly. See 1 Pa.C.S. §§ 1903(a), 1921(b). The statute's plain language generally
provides the best indication of legislative intent. See, e.g., McGrory v. Commonwealth,
Dept. of Transp., 915 A.2d 1155, 1158 (Pa. 2007); Shiffler, supra; Commonwealth v.
Gilmour Manuf. Co., 822 A.2d 676, 679 (Pa. 2003); Bowser v. Blom, 807 A.2d 830, 835
(Pa. 2002); Pennsylvania Fin. Resp. Assigned Claims Plan v. English, 664 A.2d 84, 87 (Pa.
1995) (“Where the words of a statute are clear and free from ambiguity the legislative intent
is to be gleaned from those very words.”). Only when the words of a statute are not explicit
will we resort to other considerations to discern legislative intent. 1 Pa.C.S. § 1921(c). See
also McGrory; Canvass of Absentee Ballots of November 4, 2003 General Election, 843
A.2d 1223, 1230 (Pa. 2004) (citing O'Rourke v. Commonwealth, Dept. of Corrections, 778
A.2d 1194, 1201 (Pa. 2001)); Ramich v. Workers' Compensation Appeal Bd. (Schatz
Electric, Inc.), 770 A.2d 318, 322 (Pa. 2001).
We agree with OGC that the language of Section 103 is clear and unambiguous and
thus provides a clear indication of the General Assembly’s intent.

The obvious

interpretation of Section 103 is that no party to an action, other than the Commonwealth
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agency involved in the action itself, may challenge the authority of the agency’s legal
representation. Looking for the occasion of the Attorneys Act, Janssen has constructed a
cogent argument that Section 103 could be read as intending only to preclude parties
involved in litigation against the Commonwealth from challenging whether the Attorney
General or OGC properly should represent the Commonwealth agency, but does not
extend to challenges against outside counsel representing the Commonwealth agency.
But, to credit Janssen’s extra-textual argument would require a policy and statutory
construction analysis of Section 103 that is not fairly invited by the clear and unambiguous
statutory language actually employed in the legislation. And, in any event, if we were to
indulge in a digression into the purpose of the provision, we note that it is perfectly logical
to conclude that the General Assembly fully intended the broad effect of the actual words
chosen: i.e., that, in addressing the authority of Commonwealth attorneys, it intended that
no party but the affected agency should be heard to complain about so fundamental an
executive matter as the identity of the lawyers representing Commonwealth entities.
Equally unavailing is Janssen’s argument that this matter involves not a
Commonwealth agency as plaintiff, but the Commonwealth itself, and thereby does not
trigger Section 103’s limitation. As OGC notes, this action in fact was filed on behalf of two
Commonwealth agencies, the Department of Public Welfare and the Department of Aging,
and thus Janssen’s argument fails.
In short, the OGC, on behalf of the Commonwealth and two of its agencies, sued
Janssen, retaining Bailey Perrin to prosecute the action. Pursuant to the plain language of
Section 103, Janssen, as a party to the action other than the Commonwealth party, cannot
be heard to challenge Bailey Perrin’s authority to represent the Commonwealth party.
Because the statutory language is plain and unambiguous, the alternative construction
offered by Janssen must fail.
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As explained above, the parties do not advert to traditional standing principles.7 But,
it is worth noting that Section 103’s limitation aligns with those principles, and that fact is
instructive in contextualizing the multi-layered challenge Janssen pursues when, for
example, it claims that its motion to disqualify counsel does not necessarily implicate the
prohibition against challenging the authority of the legal representation of the agency.
At its most basic level, standing merely “denotes the existence of a legal
interest.” Commonwealth v. Peterson, 535 Pa. 492, 636 A.2d 615, 617-18
(1993). Traditionally, to have standing, a party must be aggrieved-that is, the
party must have a substantial interest in the subject matter of the litigation
that must be direct and immediate, rather than remote, and which
distinguishes his interest from the common interest of other citizens.
With respect to this requirement of being aggrieved, an individual
can demonstrate that he is aggrieved if he can establish that he
has a substantial, direct, and immediate interest in the outcome of
the litigation in order to be deemed to have standing. In re
Hickson, [573 Pa. 127,] 821 A.2d [1238,] 1243 [(Pa. 2003)]; City of
Philadelphia [v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania], [575 Pa. 542]
838 A.2d [566,] 577 [(Pa.2003)]. An interest is “substantial” if it is
an interest in the resolution of the challenge which “surpasses the
common interest of all citizens in procuring obedience to the law.”
In re Hickson, 821 A.2d at 1243. Likewise, a “direct” interest
mandates a showing that the matter complained of “caused harm
to the party's interest,” id., i.e., a causal connection between the
7

Mr. Justice Saylor states in his Dissenting Opinion that he would apply traditional
standing principles.Justice Saylor states that the Constitution is the supreme law of the land
that cannot be trumped by a statute and, therefore, Janssen’s constitutional claims may not
be barred by the standing limitations of Section 103. Dissenting Slip Op. at 2. As we
understand the theory Justice Saylor proposes, application of the standing restriction in the
Commonwealth Attorneys Act to limit standing here would be unconstitutional. We reiterate
that neither party argued that traditional standing analysis should apply. Justice Saylor has
formed a cogent argument concerning traditional standing and the constitutionality of
Section 103, but it is not the one we perceive to be advanced by Janssen. For the reasons
detailed in the text, we do not read Janssen's instant challenge -- here or below -- as
involving a constitutional challenge to the statutory standing limitation, with a consequent
resort to traditional standing principles.
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harm and the violation of law. City of Philadelphia, 838 A.2d at
577. Finally, an interest is “immediate” if the causal connection is
not remote or speculative. Id.; see Kuropatwa v. State Farm Ins.
Co., 554 Pa. 456, 721 A.2d 1067, 1069 (1998).
Pittsburgh Palisades Park v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 585 Pa. 196,
888 A.2d 655, 660 (2005).
In re Adoption of J.E.F., 902 A.2d 402, 412-13 (Pa. 2006).
The General Assembly has rendered a legislative judgment that only the
Commonwealth party-client has a cognizable basis to question its counsel’s authority; nonCommonwealth parties to ongoing litigation, such as Janssen, do not have a legislativelyrecognized interest in the identity of the lawyers its party-opponent, the Commonwealth and
its agencies, has authorized to represent it in an action. Moreover, aside from the
legislation, and as a general matter, it is difficult to see how a party-opponent in active
litigation with the Commonwealth could be said to have a substantial, direct and immediate
interest in the authority or identity of the legal representation the Commonwealth has
chosen. This is true in legal matters generally: one’s opponent generally cannot dictate the
choice of otherwise professionally qualified counsel.
Furthermore, to the extent that Janssen could be said to have a different interest in
the questions it poses, distinguishable from the ordinary taxpayer citizen for example, it
should be noted that in fact this legislation has distinguished Janssen’s interest in contrary
fashion. As a party to an action with a Commonwealth agency, a determination has been
made in Section 103 that, at least with respect to the question of agency representation,
the party should not be heard to complain. Other interests Janssen identifies, such as
economic issues regarding the contingency fee arrangement between OGC and Bailey
Perrin, whether such arrangements best serve the common good, the procedure by which
the arrangement was made, and whether such arrangements represent an executive
infringement upon an exclusive legislative prerogative, involve either issues of common
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concern to the citizenry or a separation of powers concern within the unique province of the
General Assembly. They offer no ground upon which to deny the statute its plain effect.
Given our disposition of the standing question, we do not reach the remaining issues
accepted for review. The decision of the Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia County is
affirmed. Jurisdiction is relinquished.

Former Justice Greenspan did not participate in the decision of this matter.
Mr. Justice Eakin and Madame Justice Todd join the opinion.
Mr. Justice Baer files a concurring opinion in which Mr. Justice McCaffery joins.
Mr. Justice Saylor files a dissenting opinion.
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